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Alexis Galleries is glad to present a solo exhibition of recent 
works by the mixed media and renowned painter, Diseye 
Tantua. Entitled 'Highway Preachers', this exhibition builds 
on the artist's trajectory of directing people's attention and 
focus to writings and inscriptions on buses, taxis and trucks.
Usually, Diseye's works encompasses line, colour and 
expressive texts. His drawings which are inspired by slogans, 
proverbs, and texts on buses, trucks, and lorries are results 
of his love for slogans which started at a very young age in 
Ghana when he would pass time at an artist kiosk where all 
kinds of graphic works were done.

In This exhibition we are partnering with Warif. 
(https://warifng.org/). 

This exhibition present his recent works as documentation of 
quotes, slogans, parables, phrases, events, and experiences 
that are found on the streets of Nigeria and Ghana. Hence 
the title, HIGHWAY PREACHERS. Enjoy the exhibition.In
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Patty Chidiac Mastrogiannis
Founder, Alexis Galleries.
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Ugonna Ibe
Curator

Diseye Tantua continues his documentation of slogans and 
popular local expressions commonly found on public 
transportation vehicles. Born to a Ghanaian mother and a 
Nigerian father, Tantua's metaphorical themes are reective 
of his own experience growing up and living between the two 
countries. Highway Preachers, as the artist refers to the 
drivers of these vehicles, is presented as a continuation of his 
solo exhibitions Look & Laugh (2009) and 'S'Art' (2017).

Tantua's vibrant pop-and-urban art style is consistent in his 
new body of work; however, there is a marked difference in 
his technique. In Look & Laugh (2009), the title of the 
exhibition centres on the slogans and alludes to the humour 
found in them. What is truly laughable is the orderliness of 
the buses and lorries depicted — a far cry from the frenzied 
driving and subsequent jams found at junctions. Here, 
Tantua chooses to focus on the power of communication and 
society's relationship with religion. Using saturated colours 
and dened lines, he makes the vehicles look new and 
vibrant, almost entirely covered by slogans, with the text clear 
and legible. The litany of quotes, prayers, afrmations, and 
warnings emits a high energy and, in the words of Chinua 
Achebe, depicts a "vulgar piousness which we all mistake for 
piety" (An Image of Africa).
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In Highway Preachers, dened lines have 
given way to hastily sketched lines and quick 
brush strokes, evoking a frenzy that is more 
reective of societal chaos. Tantua 
introduces works in neutral  tones, 
monochrome blues, black and grey, which 
suggest a type of resignation and depleted 
energy. The themes of faith and optimism 
are still evident in this body of work, as 
Tantua includes aeroplanes with titles such 
as "I Have a Dream" and "No Time to Dream 
Small." However, the single slogans found 
on the buses suggest either an inability to 
sustain the veil of piety or that there has 
indeed been a collective loss of faith. Have 
the voices behind the slogans weakened? 
Were the highway preachers ever believers?

The brilliance of Diseye Tantua's works is 
their presentation of complex societal issues 
in a style that allows the audience to engage 
within their capacity. In addition to 
aeroplanes, other imagery such as women 
and children, clergy, and "V.I.Ps" has been 
introduced into the works for consideration.

Highway Preachers is a departure from 
merely looking and laughing; it's an expertly 
layered depiction of culture and society. 
Diseye Tantua has tasked the viewer to go 
further.

Ugonna Ibe
Curator
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Foreword: HAVE ART WILL TRAVEL

As children growing up in Benin City in the 
fties, we had to invent games. Benin City, being 
a popular stopover town on the main road that 
linked the then capital Lagos and the Western 
Region to Onitsha and the Eastern Region (and 
even Cameroon), was a busy and ideal place to 
spot the many cars and lorries (before the 
advent of luxury buses) that passed through.

So, we invented a quiz game based on memory, 
observat ion,  and descr ipt ive powers. 
Essentially, the game was to spot a lorry, 
memorise its licence number, know its brand 
name, its colour, and the inscriptions on the 
front board above the windscreen, which was 
where most of the idiomatic and poetic sayings 
were boldly written.

The lorry-spotting quiz game was intricate and 
complex. The variations went like this: you 
would call out a licence number, or a brand 
name, or the inscription, as clues. Your 
opponent was then supposed to ll in the other 
bits of information.

The rst clue could be God's Time Is The Best 
and, if you knew the lorry, the answers would be 
LE 268, Bedford, Blue. You had to match the 
clues to particular lorries! Or you could start 
with LE 268 and the correct answer would be 
God's Time Is The Best, Bedford, Blue. The 
inscription and licence number were the major 
clues.

Surprisingly, any attempt to fake or cheat was 
invariably found out, for at most within two 
weeks, these same lorries frequently passed 
through Benin City in one and then the 
opposite direction. Also, it took most lorries 
about one whole hour to stop for a food-and-
petrol break and then drive through and out of 
Benin City. This meant that at least six children, 
who knew and participated in the game, would 
most likely have seen the lorry and memorised 
its peculiar particulars.

As our immediate fascination with brand 
names like Bedford, Austin, and Morris, as well 
as colours and licence plate numbers gradually 
faded, we became more fascinated and 
intrigued by the messages the lorries bore. 
Soon, the messages became the main point of 
interest and the major clue in the lorry-spotting 
puzzle!

No Telephone To Heaven became my all-time 
favourite message! May be it was because 
telephones were relatively new and few in 
Benin City then. It was always a big thrill when 
we were allowed to talk on the telephone with 
our friends; some of whom were in 'far-away' 
Agbor. The idea of Heaven and talking to the 
Almighty God Himself, I agreed, was both 
unthinkable and impossible!

The Lord Is My Sheppard, Remember Six Feet, 
Save Journey, Slow And Steady, No Hurry In 
Life, Trust In God, and Beware Of Friends, were 
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some of the memorable messages of my lorry-
spotting youth. They take on many dimensions 
when reected upon. They were in the realms of 
social/public service and trafc education; this 
is especially true given that on the narrow Benin 
City-Lagos road back then, there were many 
signs that read, "Beware, Elephant Crossing!" In 
essence, these lorries took their messages 
across Nigeria and can be rightly regarded as 
innovative travelling billboards with words of 
warning and wisdom.

Later, in my early teens, when my father was 
transferred to Yoruba land, I noticed that nearly 
all the lorries (Bolekajas) were Bedford and the 
messages they carried were in Yoruba. Being 
that kids master languages fast, I was able to 
decipher that my favourite Ewe Nla means that 
a big leaf can never become a small leaf!

When I travelled with my Kings College multi-
sport team to play against our 'sister' school, 
Achimota College, near Accra, I was amazed to 
notice the Ghanaian versions of these lorries. 
Called Tro Tros, they were all Bedford and had 
their own fascinating messages with a denitely 
Ghanaian avour and a different sitting 
arrangement, with the passengers' backs 
turned towards the driver's back, both looking 
in opposite directions!

In the seventies, a new dimension of lorry-body-
art became noticeable on Nigerian roads. It 
seemed that all the Bedford, Austin, and Morris 
lorries had disappeared, to be replaced by 
Mercedes Benz 911 lorries. As a result, a new 

type of lorry art, or travelling art, emerged. This 
is tailgate art! The messages on the back of the 
top wooden board are mostly not exciting, 
mostly mundane Peace Movement or in Ibo, 
accompanied by a huge date of a calendar 
year. On the tailgate are artworks, usually 
stylised, of lions in combat with men wielding 
karate kicks (the inuence of Chinese lms) and 
a speed limit. 

No Standing and Horn Before Overtaking are 
standard instructions which are always 
disobeyed. Another original feature of tailgate 
art is that the signature and addresses of the 
artists are prominently displayed.

A few months before Pope John Paul II was to 
visit Nigeria in 1988, I ventured into what was 
literally a museum of stationary travelling art. 
Travelling through Mgbidi between Onitsha 
and Owerri at night, we drove past mile-long 
German Benz luxury buses parked on either 
side of the road, each with a religious motif, 
usually Jesus, painted on the back and holy 
Catholic scenes on the sides. Covered By The 
Blood Of Jesus, Psalm 119, and Jesus Saves, 
were some of the iconic talismanic messages 
offered to potential passengers of these luxury 
buses that ply long distances across Nigeria.
It is not surprising that Diseye Tantua has 
decided to explore the unique visual 
possibilities of these age-old examples of 
travelling art, billboards and exhibitions. 
Culturally, Tantua straddles both Ghana and 
Nigeria, where the early manifestations of road 
art gradually evolved and, artistically, Tantua 
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has always researched into the use of African 
symbols to authentically uplift his art and give it 
a distinctive originality.

Diseye Tantua's decision to appropriate and 
incorporate fragments of Fela's lyrics into his 
new LOOK & LAUGH paintings is both relevant 
and inspirational. Fela was a cultural sponge 
who soaked up the ethnic idioms and rhythms 
of his huge entourage of musicians, singers, 
dancers, and hangers-on who were from 
Nigeria and Ghana. From them, Fela acquired 
the grassroots and street inections which he 
infused into his Afrobeat music and which he 
then used as a megaphone for socio-political 
protest and incisive commentary on behalf of 
the masses. Tantua has made this marriage 
successful by blending colour and meaning to 
achieve reason!

In LOOK & LAUGH, we are presented with a 
carefully-selected mix of classic, loaded one-
liners; expressions of witticism, wisdom, 
warning, wailing, barbed street humour, quasi-
spiritual invocations, veiled threats, political 
protest, social commentary, common sense; 
the sublime and absurd, masterfully-hued and 
garnished in colour tones. The charm of the 
paintings in this series is that, on the surface, 
and at rst glance, they are simple. But they are 
equally deceptive in that they are anchored 
deep in creative strength!

Stylistically, the works are an elevation of street 
art and their seeming simplicity categorises 
them as pop art, charting a new and vibrant 
direction in African pop art. In this respect, they 

faithfully highlight the functionality of their 
subject matter by re-emphasising and 
reinvigorating the original African concept of 
functional art.

Diseye Tantua has taken the path of the well-
travelled artistic journey from carved combs 
and chewing sticks to decorated lorries, 
documenting them for visual posterity. In terms 
of comparisons with Western minimal art and 
its own journey from Rembrandt's Potato Eaters 
to Andy Warhol's Campbell Tomato Soup and 
the advent of Western Pop Art, Tantua can be 
viewed as blazing the trail of modern African 
Pop Art!

In works like Time Wait 4 Nobody, Original 
Hustler, Democrazy, Water No Get Enemy, No 
Event No History, Suffer Work & Chop, Life No 
Get Fotokopy, Chop Alone Quench Alone, and 
No Time 4 Nonsense, he employs the technique 
of showing two lorries moving in opposite 
directions; one coming and the other going, 
both heavily laden with messages and 
passengers. He succeeds in creating the illusion 
of frozen motion to enable the viewer to 
unhurriedly take in the two-dimensional visual 
nature of the poetry of travelling art!

You will surely LOOK & LAUGH, but you will no 
longer be innocent. For as Fela said, “Who no 
know go know.” We thank Diseye Tantua and 
his art for this!

TAM FIOFORI
LAGOS, February 2009.
c. tam ofori 2009.
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From the mists of time, Diseye Tantua's 
memories of his childhood years in Ghana 
emerged and, resolving into focus, 
organised themselves into coherent 
sequences. According to him, the most 
f a s c i n a t i n g  a m o n g  t h e s e  d i s t a n t 
recollections of those wonder-years were 
those legendary long-distance intercity 
coaches, called "tro-tro" locally and 
"Bolekaja" in Nigeria. 

These transit buses' one-liner nuggets or 
quips, which were distilled from bible verses, 
proverbs, commandments, admonitions, 
past events, places, and experiences (good 
or bad), could get as funny as they came. 
And, perhaps, nothing could be more apt 
than labelling them as "highway preachers." 
Because that's exactly what they were in their 
own right!

By all accounts, the trend, which has 
survived till date, seems to have moved on 
from just buses and extended to taxis, 
tricycles, boats, wheelbarrows, etc. But 
legend has it that it originated with the early 
missionaries, who reportedly moved with 
their buses (on which were boldly inscribed 
the word "MISSIONARY") from one 
community to another in search of local 

HEEDING THE MOBILE PEDDLERS OF STREET WISDOM

converts. “To date, you nd their buses 
boldly inscribed MISSIONARY on them and 
they are still on that journey,” Tantua says. 
“These missionaries realised the power of 
commun i ca t i on  f rom commerc ia l 
transporters crisscrossing the towns, 
villages, and neighbouring countries.”

Perhaps, having to spend time at a very 
young age at an artist's kiosk in Ghana, 
which displayed all kinds of graphic works, 
did a lot to steer his sensibilities towards 
being more attentive to inscriptions. This 
eventually morphed into a lifelong 
predilection, which has become the theme 
song of his creative life. “Now, I record these 
trends on my canvas, documenting them for 
posterity and directing our attention to the 
words of the HIGHWAY PREACHERS,” he 
afrms.

By memorialising the messages of these 
mobile billboards with his current solo 
exhibition, which is happening over a 
decade since his rst, LOOK & LAUGH, at 
the Lagos-based Signature Gallery in 2009, 
he at the same time consolidates his 
credentials and position as Nigeria's 
leading pop and urban artist.

As a multidisciplinary artist, Tantua seems to 
have a nger in nearly every pie in the 
creative industry. Yet, the Ignatius Ajulu 
University graduate, who simply brands 
himself as D-ARTIST, seemed to have 
successfully appropriated a unique form of 
expression for himself. 

Both Tantua's personality and his works are 
cloaked by a mystique of distinction, which 
has somewhat elevated him to rock star 
s t a t u s .  Appea rance s  i n  a  Ne t  i x 
documentary as well as on CNN Africa 
Avant-Garde and Reuters News, among 
others, further burnished the prole of the 
Port Harcourt-based artist.

Meanwhile, viewers are enjoined to heed 
the timely messages and admonitions of 
these itinerant peddlers of street wisdom as 
expressed in Tantua's canvases. This is even 
as they relish the occasional hilarity of their 
slogans, which come in fonts of every 
conceivable shape, size, and colour.

OKECHUKWU UWAEZUOKE

Foreword: HAVE ART WILL TRAVEL
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1

2

9 I Have A Dream
2022, Acrylic on canvas, 60 x 60 in. (152.4 x 152.4 cm)
No Time To Dream Small
2022, Oil on canvas, 60 x 60 in. (152.4 x 152.4 cm)

5

3

Music Makers I 
2022, Oil on canvas, 60 x 60 in. (152.4 x 152.4 cm)
Music Makers II 
2022, Oil on canvas, 60 x 60 in. (152.4 x 152.4 cm)

No Money, No Honey
2020, Acrylic on canvas, 48 x 60 in. ( 121.92 x 152.4 cm)

My Prayer For You
2014, Acrylic on canvas, 48 x 56.4 in. ( 121.92 x 143.25 cm)

4

Cool Kobo, Is Better Than Hot Naira
2020, Oil on canvas, 60 x 48 in. ( 152.4 x 121.92 cm)

No Business, No Wife
2020, Oil on canvas, 48 x 60 in. ( 121.92 x 152.4 cm)

Honesty Pays
2022, Oil on canvas, 60 x 60 in. (152.4 x 152.4 cm)

If Wishes Were Air Planes
2020, Oil on canvas, 48 x 60 in. ( 121.92 x 152.4 cm)

6

7

10

11

V.I.P 
2021, Acrylic and pastel on canvas, 55 x 38 in. (139.7 x 96.52 cm) each
Total 38.4 x 56.4 in (97.53 x 143.25 cm)

Stay Your Lane
2020, Oil on canvas, 48 x 60 in. ( 121.92 x 152.4 cm)

All Die Na Die
2020, Oil on canvas, 48 x 60 in. ( 121.92 x 152.4 cm)

8 No Monkey Business
2021, Acrylic on canvas, 36 x 48 in. (91.44 x 121.92 cm)
No Paddy 4 Jungle
2021, Acrylic on canvas, 36 x 48 in. (91.44 x 121.92 cm)
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• Born Ebikebina-Tantua, Diseye in 1974
• Nigerian / Ghania
• Fine & Applied Arts (B.ed) 2nd Class Honours, 

Upper Division, 2001
• Ignatius Ajulu University, 
  Port Harcourt, Rivers State, Nigeria 

An accomplished multidisciplinary artist, Tantua 
works across such diverse areas as painting, interior 
design, product design and fashion design. 

As a painter, his strong personal style can be 
understood as an Afrocentric interpretation of pop 
art, complete with indigenous proverbs inscribed in 
vernacular. To date, he has won many awards and 
his works can be found in signicant collections all 
over the world.

Alongside his creative practice, he is also a well- 
known male fashion model for several major 
brands, as well as an inuencer.

Self-styled as an “experimentalist, his brand name 
'D-ARTIST' is aimed at dening himself simply as an 
artist while resisting strict compartmentalising as a 
fashionista, interior/ product designer, painter, 
sculptor or graphic artist. 

Diseye Tantua's several professional afliations 
include the Society of Nigerian Artists (SNA), where 
he held sway as vice president south east( 2018- 21). 
Prior to this position, he was chairman of the Rivers 
state chapter( 2015-18). He is also a member of the 
Guild of Professional Fine Artists of Nigeria (GFA). In 
both organisations, he continues to mentor many 
young artists and has worked to engender the 
highest standards of practice and teaching in the 
visual arts through exhibitions, workshops and 
seminars. For contributing immensely to the growth 
of the SNA, and to the visual arts in Nigeria, he was 
recently honoured with a Fellowship. 

Committed to promoting the cultural landscape, 
Tantua has in last few years founded D-Artist 
SHRINE, a dedicated to the arts in Port Harcourt, 
Rivers State, Nigeria. He serves presently as creative 
director. 

In addition, his on-going project 'Artists & Studios, 
Nigeria and Ghana' is conceived as a touring 
exhibition, video documentary and coffee table 
book. It is today recognised as the most complete 
undertaking chronicling the working lives of the 
region's artists.
 
Recently featured as one of the top designers/ 
product designers in a documentary 'MADE BY 
DESIGN' (episode eleven) on Netix international, 
he has also appeared on CNN Africa Avant-Garde 
and Reuters News, among others.

SELECTED SOLO/ GROUP EXHIBITIONS/  
AUCTION & REVIEWS
•  2nd March -7th April 2019:  Duo show
 “ON THE ROAD AGAIN” - Out Of   
 Africa Gallery, Barcelona, Spain.
• 22nd April- 6th May 2017: "S'Art" a solo 

exhibition of recent works by Diseye Tantua, 
ArtHouse the space, KIA shaowroom, 43b 
Akin Adesola Street, Victoria island, Lagos, 
Nigeria.

•  2016: START ART FAIR,(3rd Edition) 15th-18th 
September.  

• SAATCHI GALLERY, Duke of York's SQ, Kings 
Road, Chelsea London, SW3 4RY. Represented 
by AABRU ART International Gallery, London.

• 2015: ART15 ART FAIR, 'Contemporary 
Realities: Shifting Identities', an exhibition by 
the Society of Nigerian Artists at Art15, 
London.

• 27th Oct - 3rd November 2012: "BEAUTIFUL 
HOUSE USA" celebrating our grand opening, 
300 South Polk Street, Pineville, NC 28134 
704-889-0211. North Carolina, USA.
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• 2010:  'The Art Of DISEYE TANTUA' (solo 
exhibition), Galerie Teodora, 25 rue de 
Penthièvre -75008 Paris , France.

• 28th March - 4th April 2009: "LOOK & LAUGH" 
Signature Art Gallery, Ikoyi, Lagos, Nigeria. 

• 25th and 26th November 2011: "Exposition de 
Salon", Total Village Club House, Port Harcourt, 
Nigeria. 

• 21st November 2011: "ArtHouse" Modern and 
Contemporary Art Auction, VI, Lagos, Nigeria.

• 17th November 2011: "Terra Kulture" Auction 
House, Abuja, Nigeria.    

• 26th-31st August 2011: "UNSPOKEN WORDS" 
Terra Kulture Gallery, VI, Lagos, Nigeria.

• 4th May 2011: "Terra Kulture" Auction House, 
Lagos, Nigeria.                             

• 9th May 2011: "ArtHouse" Modern and 
Contemporary Art Auction, Lagos, Nigeria.

• 1st March 2010:  "ArtHouse" Modern and 
Contemporary Art Auction, Lagos, Nigeria.

• 22nd November 2010: "ArtHouse" Modern 
and Contemporary Art Auction, Lagos, 
Nigeria.

• 25th - 28th September 2010: "CELEBRATION 
of HISTORY", NLNG, Bonny Island, Rivers 
State, Nigeria. 

• June 2010: "VISIONS of NIGERIA" (Celebrating 
Nigeria @ 50), The Residence of Italian 
Ambassador, Abuja, Nigeria. 

• 6th and 7th February 2010: "INSPIRATION 
from AROUND", Shell Residential Area, (SPDC) 
Port Harcourt, Nigeria. 

• 17th-22rd October 2009: "OCTOBER RAIN 
2009", (11th Annual Juried Art Exhibition) 
National Museum, Lagos, Nigeria.

• 20th August - 3rd September 2009: "OPEN 
HOUSE" (An Exhibition of Contemporary 
Nigerian Art) Sponsored by VASON (Visual Art 
Society of Nigeria), Mydrim Gallery, Ikoyi, 

Lagos, Nigeria.
• 20th-22nd March 2009: "DISCOVERY II..." (An 

Exhibition of Contemporary Nigerian Art ...in 
Port Harcourt), Total Village, Port Harcourt, 
Nigerian. 

• 3rd– 9th July 2007: "CELEBRATION OF 
HERITAGE", Le' Meridian Hotel, Abuja.

• 18th Nov. - 3rd Dec. 2006: "Miniature ART 
FAIR", Frame Masters, Onikan, Lagos, Nigeria.

• 29th July - 6th August 2006: “CYNOSURE”, 
Melrose Ofce Suite, V.I Lagos.                            

• March 2006:    “MASQUES” (Masks), 
Sponsored by Air France. Alliance Française, 
Port Harcourt, Nigeria

• 9th -14th  April 2005:  “ARTMOSPHERE”, 
(Contemporary Art of Nigeria) Sponsored by 
TOTAL,  Terra Kulture gallery, V.I, Lagos. 

• 28th May- 12th June 2004:    “EXPOSITION 
DE PEINTURE”, Elf Village (Club House), Port 
Harcourt.

•  14th May – 4th June 2004:   “48 HOURS 
WITH CHILDREN OF THE TURTLE”, Espace 
Alberica, Paris France.     

• 16th Nov. 2003: “DEAR DIARY”, Nigeria 
Liqueed Natural Gas (NLNG), RA , Bonny 
Camp

• 22nd – 23rd March 2003:   “EXPRESSION”, 
Total na Elf, V.I Lagos

• 8th  – 10th  Nov. 2002:  “SPECIAL ART 
EXHIBITION”, TotalnaElf Village, Port 
Harcourt

• 24th  September 2002:  “MEET THE ARTIST”, 
British Council, Port Harcourt, Nigeria.

• 24th – 26th May 2002:  “AFRIK ART 
EXHIBITION”, Totalna Elf Village, Port 
Harcourt, Nigeria.

• 29th August, 2000:    “ART”, British Council, 
Port Harcourt, Nigeria

CAREER REFERENCE / REVIEWS;
 
• 12th June 2011: "POP GOES THE EASEL" (Arts 

&  Review) THISDAY Newspaper, page 76. 
• 15th May 2011:  "SUSTAINED EXPECTATION ", 

THISDAY Newspaper- Page 69.
• 30th November 2010: "ART AUCTION", The 

Guardian Newspaper -page 82.
• 1st October 2010: "STATE of the ARTS", ARISE 

(Africa's Global Style & Culture Magazine from 
THISDAY) : NIGERIA at 50, page-20.

• 12th JUNE 2010: "IMAGES of a NATION at 
FIFTY"(Arts & Culture) THISDAY Newspaper, 
page 47.

• 9th March 2010: "AUCTION as Performance 
Index for Nigerian Art", The Guardian 
Newspaper, page 80.

• 7th March 2010:  "ART FOR ALL" THISDAY The 
Sunday Newspaper. Page 65.

• 7 t h  F e b r u a r y  2 0 1 0 :  " P R A Y E R 
MEETING"(Inspiration from Around) Arts & 
Review, THISDAY Newspaper -page 69-70.

• 3th February 2010: "Inspiration from Around 
Holds in Port Harcourt", (the midweek 
magazine) The Nation Newspaper -page B5. 

• 12th April 2009: "Studio Visit with DISEYE 
TANTUA" ,  ART& Cul tu re ,   234NEXT 
Newspaper -page 28.

• 5th April 2009: "POP GOES ART" Arts & Review, 
THISDAY Newspaper, -page 89.

• 22nd-28th March 2009: "LOOK & LAUGH 
...the POP of Tantua", THE GUARDIAN LIFE,  
Sunday Newspaper, page 53.

• 25th March 2009: "VIBES FROM AN AFRO 
SPIRIT",  Art  Lounge, National Mirror 
Newspaper, -page 26.

• 22nd March 2009: "POPULAR STROKES"(Arts 
& Review) THISDAY Newspaper, -page 92.

• 18th March 2009: "LOOK and LAUGH at 
Signature", The Nation, Newspaper, - page 49.

• 23rd July, 2007:  “Celebration of Heritage”, 
The Inquirer  Page. 24.

• 8th July 2007:   “Celebrating Man's Creative 
Heritage”, Sunday Trust, Newspaper

• OCTOBER 2006: "BAYELSA @ 10" Art 
Exhibition, Yenegoa and Abuja, Nigeria. 

• September 2005 :  “Artmosphere”  Focus 
Nigeria, EPNL Quarterly Magazine, No. 11, 
Page 13.

• 12th July 2005:  "New Niger Delta Exhibition 
Holds in October", THISDAY The Sunday 
Newspaper.

• 3rd April 2005: "Niger Delta is Blessed with 
Talented Artist" The Tide Newspaper - page 
13.

• 6th June 2004: "OUR STORY, OUR ART" 
(Artstand) THISDAY Newspaper, page 26 and 
27.

• ARRIL 2003: "The Artworld of Diseye Tantua ", 
FOCUSNIGERIA (quarterly magazine of Elf 
Petroleum Nigeria Limited) number 4. -page 
21.  

• 22nd July :  “Niger-Delta Images For Multi 
Venues”,  New Age, Newspaper, page 14

• 1st May 2001:    “Painting for Women 
Empowerment”  The Guardian Newspaper, 
page 70

• 21st Oct 2000:   “Celebrating 40 Years of 
Nationhood” The Weekend Tide Newspaper,  
page 14

• 10th Oct 2000:   “British Council Inspires 
Artist”, The Guardian Newspaper, page 66

• 7th Oct 2000:    “The Millennium Art Fair”,  
The Weekend Tide Newspaper, page.14

• 25th July 2000:   “Stroke From The Root” The 
Guardian Newspaper, page 65 

 
 Contact:  
 artdesiree@yahoo.com
        www.diseyetantua.net
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Curator
Ugonna Ibe

Much thanks to our almighty creator, for life, good 

health and for the creative gift to make things that 

will live years after us. 

To my; sweet mother; wife who likes the back stage 
but does most of the work; studio assistant Kenneth 
Ramson; studio 'shadow' Ineye Chloe Tantua; and 
Fidelis Odogwu (my brother from another 
mother), I express my most sincere appreciation. 

To my collectors, fans, family and friends, I thank 
you all too, and may God continue to bless us all. 

Indeed, some galleries have taken me as family 
and Alexis Gallery is one of such. Over lunch with 
Patty, an idea to show twelve of my works birthed 
this exhibition tagged 'HIGHWAY PREACHERS'. 

ACKNOWLEDGMENTS

I have never been an artist that speaks much on his 
work as I believe it should be for poets, writers or 
academicians to do so. 

The viewer needs to build her/ his own ideas, 
dreams or understanding on what they see before 
them. 

From the early missionaries till today, it has always 
been about the message! Today, I celebrate the 
messengers in Highway Preachers. 
Be blessed, be inspired, be motivated, and from 
this exhibition, heed as much as you can from the 
sermons of the preachers on our highways! 
*Smiles.

“You can look at a picture for a week and never 
think of it again. You can also look at a picture for a 
second and think of it all your life.” 
             - Joan Miró
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